
GPS RIDING
MADE BY GPS, BACKED BY COMMUNITY AND EVOLVED BY BLOCKCHAIN
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INTRODUCTION

GPS Riding is a community-driven web3 fitness metaverse platform 
amongst GenZers. The World’s First NFT Bike Race Metaverse 
Marketplace.

The GPS ecosystem is broadly evolving with new developments in GameFi, 
SocialFi,  FitnessFi, and Metaverse that connect GenZers participating in 
healthy activities together.

GPS Riding runs on the Binance Smart Chain network, and is governed by 
$GPS  tokens, used for both utility of purchase NFTs, participate in game 
modes, racing competitions and governance.

GPS Riding positioned to be one of the best mass-adoption utility tokens in 
the digital economy where mainstream GenZers make millions of 
micro-transactions.

DREAM BIG. START SMALL. BUT MOST OF ALL, START!
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METAVERSE MARKET SIZE

Metaverse Players Are Younger Than the Average Gamer 
People who play proto-metaverse games like Fortnite, Roblox, or Minecraft are far more likely to be in the 10-20 age group 

Global Metaverse Market (USD Billion)

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

~USD 21.91 
Billion

CAGR: 41.7%

Metaverse Players 
Garners who played Fortnite, Minecraft, 
or Roblox in the past six months 

Total Players 
Excluding metaverse players 

10-20

Metaverse Players 
Garners who played Fortnite, Minecraft, 

or Roblox in the past six months 

59% 41%

Total Players 
Excluding metaverse players 

47% 53%
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SWOT ANALYSIS
This SWOT analysis of  NFTs game market  explores how this market  

is both a benefit and a  cause for concern for GPS  Riding

› Differentiation &  
innovation
› Focus on research  and 

development
› Visionary blockchain tech
› Go global & act  local 

strategy

› Product flops
› Limited startup cost  
› Disciplinary Paradigms
› Egos

› Global expansion
› Grow demand of new  

crypto and NFTs models
› High impact high  reward
› Support innovative  system 

development

› Fierce competition
› Technological problem
› Team size

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

INTERNAL ORIGIN EXTERNAL ORIGIN
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PAIN POINT

Crypto is a powerful new  technology that holds a lot of promise, but like all things powerful it comes with equal
responsibility. Alongside the NFT gaming boom was its counterpart, the Metaverse, the NFT blockchain  

technology has some challenges.

Challenge #1

Expectations Vs Reality: A lot of  
project creators believe that it’s  
very easy to be a part of the NFT  
market — just tokenize a piece of  

digital content and you will have  a 
long queue of people with  bags of 

money ready to buy it.

Challenge #2

Another pressing issue the  NFT 
gaming face today is the  imbalance 

of value creators  and value 
extractors

Challenge #3

NFT gaming is in fact a zero-sum  
game as for every token seller  who 
seeks to sell their tokens, a  willing 

buyer is required.
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PROBLEM AND SOLUTION 

Problem Solution

Traditional games have users playing a 
game for hundreds of hours, having 

nothing to show for it when they 
eventually move on. According to 

Wellness Trends Report, it has been 
observed that the Gen-Z today are 

more inclined towards gaining a more 
robust workout experience rather than 
a usual fitness regime that offers core 

fitness mantras. The younger fitness 
enthusiasts are focused on developing 

a fitness regime that is both healthy 
and entertaining.

GPS Riding is a metaverse ride-to-earn 
project looking past this primitive 
method of profits and building a 
sustainable, long-term economy for 
GenZ players to benefit from. NFTs 
serve a key concept in the metaverse 
ecosystem. The potential is enormous 
and the space is in its early stage. The 
era of 2022: The future of fitness and 
NFTs in the metaverse.
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GPS FIT APP

GPS FIT APP

GPS Fit App is a social fitness app that  rewards you tokens for accomplishing your step goal. 
It is a combination of step counter, route planner and ride tracker,  and it pays you for both 
running and riding.

The app works by tracking your outdoor steps using GPS location and verifying  them 
through the app’s own algorithm.  The app integrates with the Apple Health app via 
Healthkit.

Start recording your ride on the  Ride with GPS app with just a single tap.  Record your run, 
map a cycling route and  analyse your exercising with all the stats.

GPS Fit calls itself a “habit change platform,” as it motivates young people to  practice a 
healthy lifestyle while caring for  the environment.

GPS Riding launches of the World's First NFT Bike Race Metaverse Platform powered by the 
GPS NFTs where anyone can ride, earn and contribute to the ecosystem. 
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OUR BUSINESS MODEL

Beside Ride-and-Earn system, Metaverse race is our core business. (e.g Tour de France)

o Entrance fees : In order to be able to race in our metaverse world, racers will need to 
pay an entrance fee.

o Winning bikes auction : we do an auction at the end of each race. 

o Bike NFT collection : we sell a limited NFT collection of our well-designed Bikes

o Physical accessories with NFT chip selling(RFID chips which they can be authenticated 
o and connect to the blockchain):  Digital identities for physical products using Lukso 

technology.
o Helmets : Smart tracking ; accident warning & preventing

o Brands & races advertisements : We offer the most fantastic ads services with 
reasonable prices. 

o Online racing betting : anyone who participates as a spectator can bet on their favorite 
bike/racer.
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MISSION & GOALS

Globally-focused fitness and esport metaverse platform dedicated to daily wellness and health demands. Building a global crypto 
brand with longevity and sustainable organic growth for best in class web3 NFT metaverse technology.

Put the power of crypto in GenZers' hands. 

MISSION

Goal #1

Focuses on intending to  
become one of the fastest 

growing fitness and lifestyle 
NFT metaverse esport  

platform

Goal #2

Bring the right crypto-  
powered innovative products 

to  the world, at the right
time to protect or increase 

wealth for the next-gen

Goal #3

Non-stop innovation to  
become an Unicorn- startup 

and leading web3 NFT 
metaverse platform globally 

over next years.
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TARGET AUDIENCE

GPS Riding branding and futuristic aesthetic is clearly focused  on the Gen Z consumers, but we  believe our reach with the 
platform  isn't limited to that demographic  exclusively

GenZers' desire for seamless digital 
experiences, purpose, and convenience. 
Buy based on community and value. For 
many  GenZers, NFTs are not a fad but a  
revolution in how to express individuality. 

What Generation Z  cares about is 
exclusivity,  accessibility and proof of  
ownership on social networks. GPS Riding 
leverages  blockchain technology to create  
personalized, tailored  experiences and 
ensure GenZers  are ambassadors for our 
platform.

Millennials live at the  intersection of 
fashion, lifestyle  and wellness. 
Millennials lead  the world to the early 
adoption  phase of crypto and have bulk 
of  their wealth in crypto.

Boomers and Gen X, it seems,  are just as 
excited about digital  currencies, with 
seven out of 10  already invested in 
crypto, or will  do so in the near future
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TOKENOMICS

15%
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10%

25%

Liquidity

Partners & Advisor

Treasury

Team

Marketing

Seed Round

Public Sale

Staking Rewards

Ride to Earn

Private Sale
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$GPS TOKEN METRICS & DISTRIBUTION MODEL

5,000,000,000 $GPS tokens 
Total Circulating Supply

475,000 US$
Initial Market Cap

IN TERMS OF DISTRIBUTION, THIS IS WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE:

Seed Round: 10% on TGE,  linear vesting over 10 months

Private Sale: 10% on TGE, linear vesting over 10 months

Public Sale: 20% on TGE, linear vesting over 6 months

Ride To Earn: 0% on TGE, linear vesting over 10 months

Staking Rewards: 0% on TGE, linear vesting over 12 months

Treasury: 0% on TGE, linear vesting over 12 months

Team: 0% on TGE, 12 months cliff, then linear vesting over 20 months

Partners & Advisors: 0% on TGE, 12 months cliff, then linear vesting over 20 months

Marketing:  15% on TGE, linear vesting over 10  months

Liquidity: 50% on TGE, linear vesting over 10  months
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ROUND FINANCING : 

USAGE OF FUND RAISED

Marketing & Community 

30% 

Operation Expenses 

10%

Liquidity & Exchanges

20%

App & Product Development 

40%

Round Token Number Price Financing target

     Seed Sale       250,000,000     $0,002          $500,000

     Private Sale       500,000,000     $0,0035          $1,750,000

     Public Sale       100,000,000     $0,005          $500,000

0,01 US$
Launch Price
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ROADMAP

Q2/2022

› NFTs, metaverse market 
research and analysis 

› Team building
› Platform design and 

development
› Smart contract interaction setup
› Website launch
› Whitepaper release
› GPS is born

Q3/2022

› Website redesign
› Seed/Private/Public sale
› Dex listing
› CoinMarketCap listing
› CoinGecko listing
› Community growth
› First smart contract audit
› Marketing campaign
› Metaverse planning
› Cex listing
› Fit beta app testing
› Metaverse marketplace design 

development

Q4/2022

› Aggressive marketing
› Partnership with global bike 

race organizations
› Defi-staking
› NFT Marketplace
› Fit app launch
› More Cex listing

Q1/2023

› Bridge to Ethereum & Polygon 
Layer 2 network

› Marketplace metaverve race 
live

› Live events integration
› Top tier Cex listing
› Bridge to Solana network
› First exclusive sponsored event
› More Esport metaverse game 

development
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OUR TEAM

VINCENT TRAN
Founder & CEO

MSc in Mechatronics, Robotics, and 
Automation Engineer, Paris-Sorbonne.
Former Tech engineer of Silicon Valley

LÉONIE NGUYEN
CFO

Founder of Stud'Valley Investment
Co-founder and COO of NFVTs.

SANG HUYNH
Full Stack Developer

*Click on the images to get to know us better

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vincenttra/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leonienguyen98/
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GPS KOL SQUAD
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MVP APP VERSION

COMING SOON… 
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CONCLUSION

The potential of the NFTs metaverse game is immeasurable. We 
believe the digital bikes and  Move2Earn/Ride2Earn/Race2Earn    
innovative    concepts    from    GPS    Riding    will     be  fast - growing 
crypto trend and are much sought after by the community, promising 
to offer  many new and equally exciting elements to the present NFT 
metaverse game. 

Generation Z  have a generally strong understanding of the 
relationship between exercise and  mental  health, NFT gaming and 
e-sports are growing in popularity, and quickly  becoming  
mainstream. 

GPS Riding promises plenty of surprises in the imaginary Metaverse:

A VR world where the impossible becomes possible.



THANK  YOU!
GPS RIDING

https://www.instagram.com/gps_riding/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gps-riding/
https://discord.gg/7p4FQGy2
https://mobile.twitter.com/gps_riding
https://gpsriding.com/

